Notes from the Editors

Dear readers, hopefully everyone stays healthy!

This edition of IPSR will feature eighth articles on general issues. The new thing that emerges from this edition is the acceptance of manuscripts outside the Indonesian region's study. Currently, we also process manuscripts that discuss contemporary issues around Asia.

The articles in this number have previously been published under the same number (Vol. 6 No. 1), but the article format has been changed using the same DOI code. So, there is the possibility of changes to the page and the composition of the article. One manuscript with the title "Women's Representation Through Political Parties in Parliament Period of General Election 2019-2024" also has been moved to Vol. 6 No. 3 because technical reason.

In this edition, we published manuscripts related to **culturalism and politics** (Adeo Mbiri, Anyualatha Haridison, Eko Nopriyansa), **local politics, and elections** (Fajar Rahmanto et al.; George Towar Ikbal Tawakkal et al. and Thomas Tokan Pureklolon) and **community organizations in the policy process** (Nawang Kurniawati et al.).

Happy reading!